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Abstract:

Our motivation starts from recommendation systems on large data. We use 

hybrid evolutionary agent based system. Our system runs in parallel several 

optimization methods. Main challenge is the frequency of individuals 

migration. We describe technical restrictions which complicate parallelization 

techniques of helping each other computational methods. Size of data 

influences latency in communication and measurement. We experiment with 

architectural changes which enable to move the limits. At the  same time we 

would like to give planners sufficient freedom to manage distributed 

computation.
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Multi-agent island model

- island models  =  migration of individuals

- problems = TSP, BinPacking problem, Vertex cover problem,

Continuous optimization problem, hyperparameter tuning

- dataset = 1-20KB

Own implementation of heter. island models: https://github.com/sbalcar/distributedea/

Balcar, S and Pilat, M, Heterogeneous Island Model with Re-planning of Methods, GECCO'18, short paper, 2018, Kyoto Japan

Balcar, S and Pilat, M, Online Parallel Portfolio Selection with Heterogeneous Island Model, ICTAI‘2018, accepted as full paper, 2018, Volos, Greece 
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Supervisor's idea: use it for recommendation

- migration  =   one type of individual

- individual  =  latent factors

- dataset =  20kB → 20MB

=>  architectural problem

Matrix factorization recomendation:
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Architectural changes

- history based on hash objects and

not on the whole models

- changing parameters: 

frequency of migration

- reduced queues of incoming and

outgoing individuals
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HPC - computational artificial intelligence

Jade framework - emphasis on adaptability

Datasets MovieLens:
ML-100k   100000 ratings by 943 users on 1682 movies

ML-1M     1000209 ratings, by 6040 users on 3900 movies 

http://jade.tilab.com/

Design of experiments:

https://movielens.org/
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Experiments

Methods:

- HillClimbing

- RandomSearch

- Evolution

- BruteForce

- TabuSearch

- Sim.Annealing

- Diff.Evolution
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Thank you

Questions?
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Results - RMSE

- smaller models (individuals)  →  efficient parallelization

- larger models (individuals)  →  migration burdens  too much  the system

Balcar, S,  Preference learning by matrix factorization on island models, ITAT‘2018, W3-ChaT, 2018, Krompachy, Slovak Republic 


